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Abstrat
The eetive pair potentials of liquid nikel have been derived by
means of the inverse self-onsistent method from the experimental
diration data. The potentials provide highly aurate oinidene
of experimental and simulated strutural properties. The statistial
analysis of Voronoi polyhedral and Delaunau simplies has shown that
in the viinity of the melting point in the struture of liquid nikel
there are relatively stable spatial polytetrahedral formations with lo-
al 5-folder symmetry. With temperature rise suh formations evolve
to isolate and ompat ones with preserving of the loal ve-folder
symmetry.
1 Introdution
In the last few years, extensive studies have been performed on a variety of
ioni, ovalent, and metalli liquids in order to understand their strutural
and dynami behavior from a mirosopi perspetive. Transition metals,
suh as nikel, are very interesting in this reord. The struture of liquid
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nikel has been studied in many works by means of diret diration meth-
ods and investigations of strutural sensitive properties [1, 2, 3℄. Signiant
modiations of struture parameters were obtained above the nikel melting
point. Authors of the work [2℄ have obtained the fuzzy maximum loated
lose to the line (200) of the hypothetial BCC struture. However, by means
of the levitation tehniques in onjuntion with the neutron sattering experi-
ment the authors of the work [3℄ unambiguously proved the Franks hypothesis
[4℄, whih states that the iosahedral short range order is already revealed
above the melting temperature in transition metals, suh as Ni, Fe, Co.
Computer simulations give us a new information about system, suh as
oordinates of all partiles of modelling system, whih an not be obtained by
means of usual experimental methods. However, using atomi oordinates to
alulate the pair orrelative funtion (PCF) or struture fators to ompare
them with experimental data is not an eetive method for investigating the
liquid struture. One of the best prospetive approah to solving suh tasks
is the Voronoi polyhedra (VP) and Delaunay simlies (DS) method [5, 6℄.
Computer simulation methods allow us to advane in understanding the
atomi struture of the amorphous and liquid state of matter. But the main
problem of methods, suh as moleular dynami (MD) or Monte-Carlo, is
a hoie of adequate potentials of the interations between atoms. Usually,
the disparities of the omputer and experimental results are onneted with
a non-orrespondene of used potentials.
Generally, the task of nding the exat and universal interatomi poten-
tials is quite diÆult. Therefore, inverse methods [7, 8℄, in whih the eetive
pair potentials are derived from the experimental strutural data, are one of
the best methods for obtaining the eetive pair potentials and omputing
struture, orresponding with real matter. Moreover, the deriving potentials
are eetive and an be onsidered as potentials that inlude many-partile
orrelation, whih is typial for liquid state.
In this work we used the self-onsistene inverse method [8℄ for obtaining
the eetive pair potentials of liquid nikel at dierent temperatures above its
melting point from the experimental strutural data [9℄. The potentials allow
us to get an adequate struture of liquid nikel, arry out Voronoi-Delaunay
statistial-geometrial analysis of loal atomi struture and investigate its
temperature evolution.
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2 Formalism
2.1 Self-onsistent method for deriving the eetive
pair potentials
In this study the preditor-orretor method, originally proposed by Shom-
mers [8℄, was used as an aurate method for solving the inverse problem.
This self-onsistent method is based on the integral equations theory and
omputer simulations. The proedure of deriving ϕ(r) is iterative. The zero-
approximation of the eetive potential alled preditor, is given by:
ϕ0(r) = −kbT ln g
exp(r), (1)
where gexp(r) is the experimental PCF, kb - is Boltman onstant and T is
the absolute temperature of the system. Atomi onguration, simulated by
means of MD with known potential ϕ0(r), orresponds to the pair orrela-
tion funtion gτ−1(r). The next iteration, alled orretor, onstruts the
orreted potential ϕτ (r):
ϕτ (r) = ϕ0(r)− kbT ln
gexp(r)
gτ−1(r)
. (2)
The agreement between experimental and model PCFs is improved with
eah next iteration. The iterative proess is repeated until the disrepany
χ between the riterion (experimental) and simulated PCFs beomes smaller
than the desired auray:
χ =
1
n1 − n2
∑
[gexp(r)− gτ(r)]2, (3)
where n1 and n2 - are the numbers of initial and nal points of histogram,
respetively.
2.2 Voronoi-Delaunay statistial-geometrial analysis
Models of dense disordered systems of spherial atoms have denite statistial
motives in the arrangement of these strutural elements. Unlike rystals, in
whih the strutural motives are desribed in terms of the translation order,
in this ase the methods need to be dierent from those in rystallography.
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Thus, Voronoi-Delaunay strutural analysis was arried out for desribing
the loal atomi ongurations as funtion of the atomi oordinates.
The most widely appliable forms of the statistial-geometrial analysis
of random systems by VP are topologial (distribution of the number of faes
and number of edges per fae and topologial types) and metri (distribution
of VP volumes, fae areas, the spheriity oeÆient et.) properties [5℄. The
distribution of the oeÆient of the spheriity Ksph of VP was hosen in the
present work, where the spheriity oeÆient is dened by the expression:
Ksph =
36piV 2
S2
. (4)
Here, V is the volume, and S is the surfae area of given polyhedron. Thus,
this measure denes a deviation of the shape of VP from regular sphere and
haraterizes homogeneity of atomi environment.
It is well known, that paking of four spherial partiles in vertexes of
regular tetrahedron is the most energetially advantageous atomi ongura-
tion. Sine eah DS is a tetrahedron, it is onvenient to hoose the deviation
of the simplex shape from an ideal tetrahedron as a quantitative measure of
the DS. So, the measure of tetrahedriity, Tr, we used was proposed in [6℄:
Tr =
∑
(li − lj)
2
15 < l >2
, (5)
where li is the length of the i-th edge; < l > is the average length for this
simplex. This measure was onstruted to be zero for an ideal tetrahedron
and to inrease with distortion. The relative weight of tetrahedriity, Trb =
0.018, is taken from [6℄, where it was proposed as boundary value for perfet
tetrahedra.
However the most interesting features of disordered systems are seen in
the spae strutural orrelation. Sine, there is unique orrespondene be-
tween the Voronoi and Deluanay networks, so using Tr as quantitative mea-
sures of DS eah vertex of Voronoi network an be assigned a value equal
to this measure. To disriminate aggregates of atoms with Tr surrounding
them it is onvenient to use oloring. In this ase only verties whih have
values less than the hosen boundary value are olored. Thus, the analysis
of the spatial arrangement of atoms with dierent strutural patterns in the
struture of liquid redues to the analysis of typial graphs in the Voronoi
network.
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2.3 Time orrelative Van Hove funtion
Time orrelation Van Hove funtion desribes the temporal relaxation of
atoms loal order and allows us to determine the loal order destrution
time. The Van Hove funtion determines the number of partiles N(r, δt) at
the time δt, were situated on the distane interval from r to r + dr, under
the ondition, that the partile was at the enter point at the initial time
and Ω0 is the partile's volume:
Gd(r, δt) = Ω0
N(r, δt)
4pir2dr
. (6)
However, it would be interesting to examine the Van Hove funtion only
for partiles that remain in the tetrahedral formations during time inter-
val δt. So, the funtion allows us to estimate the life time of suh atomi
ongurations.
3 Simulation proedure
3.1 Eetive pair potentials
In this work the experimental PCFs, gexp(r), obtained for liquid nikel at
1773, 1873, 1923, 2023K [9℄, are used as riterion funtions in the inverse
method. The derived eetive pair potentials are shown in g. 1. They
have some variations for the four temperatures and display long-ranged os-
illations, that an be assoiated with Friedel's osillations. In our study
performed in the miroanonial ensemble, we used moleular dynamial
models with N = 1688 spherially symmetri partiles, arranged in a ubial
box with the density from 0.07921 to 0.07942 A−3, orresponding to inves-
tigated temperatures [10℄. The MD omputations, based on the eetive
potentials ϕ(r), reprodue the PCFs, whih are given in insertions on g.1.
The deviation χ between the alulated and experimental funtions reahes
10−4.
The good agreement between the omputed and experimental strutural
properties allows us to use Voronoi-Delaunay analysis of liquid nikel's loal
struture at dierent temperatures.
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3.2 Loal struture analysis
Distributions of the spheriity oeÆient for dierent temperatures are pre-
sented on the g. 2. Asymmetrial Ksph-distribution, with a most probable
value Ksph = 0.712 and a shoulder at Ksph = 0.69, orresponds to the tem-
perature T = 1773K. A ontribution to the main maximum forms 12-14
faets VP whih have a prevalent ontent of 5-edged faets. Polyhedron in
shape of the dodeahedron (formed from twelve regular 5-edged faets) or-
responds to full iosahedral atom paking. So, atoms, whih orrespond to
VP with value Ksph = 0.712 and have edge numbers higher then 12, an
only orrespond to segments of dense iosahedral paking. We an suggest,
that two ompetitive types of VP exist in the liquid nikel's struture at
T = 1773K.
Ksph-distributions, orresponding to T > 1773K, beame symmetrial
with maxima position at Ksph = 0.69. This value oinide with shoulder
position for the Ksph-distribution at T = 1773K. At the same time, in these
strutures there are no VP having a several bordering regular 5-edged faets.
This fat onrms that MD-models at T > 1773K do not ontain suÆiently
large segments of iosahedral atom paking.
Investigation of the spae strutural orrelations on the Voronoi network
by means of the vertex oloring under ondition Tr < Trb, has shown, that
tetrahedral ongurations tend to unit into spatial formations (Tr-lusters)
with a regular simpliial surrounding. However, properties of these lusters,
suh as size, loal order, life time are hanged with temperature rise.
Fig. 3a demonstrates typial tetrahedral formations in the struture at
T = 1773K. The size of Tr-lusters at this temperature reahes 5 − 10 A.
On the Voronoi network suh lusters are mainly omposed by 5-membered
graphs bounded by the mutual edge. This graph orresponds to the atomi
onguration with 5-folder symmetry in shape of the pentagonal biprism.
So, in the simulated liquid nikel's struture at T = 1773K the Tr-lusters
are represented by various polytetrahedral atomi ongurations with 5-
folder loal symmetry with an iosahedral onguration among them. Ksph-
distributions for the liquid nikel ongurations.
At temperatures T > 1773K the struture of tetrahedral formations is
simplied. Tr-lusters beome isolated and ompat, their size reahes as
little as 5 − 6 A. Typial element of these formations is presented by 5-
membered graphs.
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3.3 Van Hove funtion
Advantageous energeti atomi disposition in the Tr-lusters allows us to ex-
pet, that suh formations should be time stable. We heked this suggestion
with help of analysis of time orrelative Van Hove funtions. The Van Hove
funtions, alulated at T = 1773K, are shown on g. 4a. The rst and the
seond shells of the neighbors in the Tr-lusters are preserved at least during
△t = 10−11s, that is larger than thermal utuation's time.
Fig. 4 (b, c and d) displays the Van Hove funtions, alulated at tem-
peratures T > 1773K. Only the rst oordination shell is preserved during
δt = 5 · 10−12s. We suggest, that it is onneted on the one hand, with
inreasing of the dynami mobility of partiles with temperature rise, in the
other hand, with an absene of pronouned iosahedral segments in liquid
struture at high temperatures.
4 Conlusions
In the work the eetive pair potentials were derived from the experimental
data for liquid nikel at four temperatures. Good agreement between om-
puted and experimental strutural properties of the simulated system has
made it possible to perform Voronoi-Delaunay analysis of loal struture.
The results of these simulations allow us to draw a onlusion that in
liquid nikel's loal struture in the viinity of the melting point there are
spatial polytetrahedral formations with loal 5-folder symmetry (with an
iosahedron among them, as the best-known andidate for a basi strutural
unit of liquid). The results obtained omplement a well-known point of view
about the existene of the iosahedral short-range order in liquid metals,
whih does not depend on their pre-melting strutural type [3℄. With tem-
perature rise tetrahedral formations evolve to isolate and ompat ones with
preserving of the loal ve-folder symmetry. At the same time their life time
is dereased due to the inrease of diusion atom motions.
The appearane of the spatial formations in liquid struture an leads to
the essential hange of strutural visosity [11℄. Existent results of the exper-
imental investigations of the transition metals alloys of iron group (Fe, Co)
[12, 13℄ demonstrate the uneven dereasing of the alloys visosity at ris-
ing temperature. This doesn't ontradit the above mentioned arguments.
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These fats an be the evidene of the strutural transitions, whih exist in
the alloys with rising temperature. Hene, one an expet that the nikel
melt will exhibit the ordinary Newton-liquids properties, sine the strutural
lusters are very small. However, the lusters size and their onentration
growth with temperature derease. Beause of these proesses the melt an
have strutured-liquid properties, in partiular, visosity dependene on ow
veloity gradient an appear.
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Figures:
Fig. 1:The eetive pair potentials of liquid nikel at dierent temper-
atures 1773K, 1823K, 1923K, 2023K and orresponding pair orrelation
funtions ( irles - experimental data, solid lines - simulated data).
Fig. 2:Ksph-distributions for ongurations of liquid nikel at dierent
temperatures.
Fig. 3:Tetrahedral formations on the Voronoi network (thik lines) and
orresponding atomi ongurations (spheres) a) T = 1773K: The dodea-
hedron on the Voronoi network orresponds to full iosahedral atomi on-
guration; b) T = 2023K: Tr-lusters beame isolated and ompat, with
typial element as the pentagonal biprism.
Fig. 4:Van Hove funtions Gd(r, δt), alulated for atoms, whih remain
in the Tr-lusters during the time interval δt.
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